bloom  booth  cool  goose

soothe  moo  noon  pool

scoop  room  spoon  tooth

droop  food  zoom  loop
New Words

food  broom  smooth  pool  tooth
boot  spoon  noon  goose  cool
tool  loose  soon  moose  fool
room  moon  toothbrush  shampoo  door
floor

Sentences

The goose used all my best shampoo!

Can you hang a spoon on your nose?

Lucy’s loose tooth wiggled and wobbled.

I saw the kitten’s paws under the door.

The crow nested happily on my straw broom.

I’ll race you to the moon and back.
**Sentences**

Ivy dropped all the food on the floor.

Mark felt like a fool when he fell in the puddle.

Trudy shimmied up the tree with one boot on.

Henry spun three times and jumped in the pool.

The snoring armadillo should wake up soon.

---

**More Words**

zoo             cartoon                  doom                  loom                  drool
bloom           igloo                    droop                 bamboo                mood
boo             brood                    moonlit               loon                  spool
moo             coo                      goo                   loop                  root
scoop           booth                   woo                   afternoon             shoot
shoo            soothe                  boom                  toothpaste            swoop
zoom
Words Taught in Previous Lesson
scoop  food  broom  mood  brood
room  soon  tooth  spoon  door

New Decodable Words
cooed  mental  expert  ruckus  comfort
welcome  surely  hiccoped  yahoo

Phrases
drank the whole bottle
scooped up the baby
squeezed his eyes shut
soothe the pain
he wailed louder and louder
your little bundle of Joy
sweeping the floor
a bottle of baby shampoo

Names
Daddy Moose
Mommy Moose
Baby Moose
Daisy Deer Mouse
Jimmy Jackrabbit
Old Gabby Goose
Daddy Moose: “What a big, strong boy! He drank the whole bottle!”

Daisy: “What do you think is the matter?”

Baby Moose: “Wah! Wah! Wah!”

Jimmy: “Nice and dry!”

Mommy Moose: “Thank you so much, Gabby! You are a gem!”

Gabby Goose: “It was nothing. Anyone could have done it.”
knead  knee  knew

knife  knit  knob

knock  knot  know
New Words

knot     knife     doorknob    kneel    knew
know     knight    kneecap     knock    knee
knit     knob      castle      honor

Sentences

Mike said “Sh!” and slowly turned the doorknob.

Can Nancy knit the longest scarf the world has ever seen?

The knight hopped on his horse and rode into the sunset.

Snakes can’t kneel because they don’t have knees.

You’ll never finish peeling the potatoes with that dull knife.

I knew you’d eat the roof off my gingerbread house!

“Come see my castle!” called the little boy.
Sentences

My kite string is tangled in a knot.

Lenny drew a smiling face on his kneecap.

Knock three times to enter the secret cave.

It would be an honor to crush these cashews for you.

The man fell to one knee and yelled, “Ouch!”

The crook zipped his knapsack and slipped out the door.

More Words

known  knead  knives  unknown  knapsack
knack  knitting  knuckle  jackknife  knickknacks
knight  queen  king

maid  Jester  page
**Words Taught in Previous Lesson**

known, knew, knuckles, knocked, kneeled
knees, doorknob, knapsack, know

**New Decodable Words**
squeaked, cowered, exactly, felines, excitement
selected, panicked, overcome, banquet, Cedric
hidden, armor, deserve, reason, talon
kingdom, bravery

**Phrases**
a horrid beast
knights in shining armor
a story of bravery
his hands were sweaty
fight a hundred battles
Jackknife Forest
Training Center for Young Knights
he pondered his problem
a banquet at the castle
a new honor
the queen’s request

**Names**
Cedric the knight
Queen Jane
Princess Purr
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